The last Section elections was on November 2020, the next elections will be on November 2021, and our vice chair will be the next Section Chair.

The activities carried out to retain and recruit members:

- Humanitarian and SIGHT projects;
- Entrepreneurship and Professional activities;
- Educational and Technical activities;
- 9th TSYP congress on 14-16 March 2021.

The Tunisia section has received the outstanding achievement for the 2020 membership year.

Students

To support our members, the section organized the following activities / programs / initiatives:

- IEEE Tunisian is preparing the Tunisia Student & YP congress which will be held during March 2021.
- We encourage counselor and students in universities to register for the IEEE Competitions (IEEE Day, MTG, MadC and IEEEXtreme Programming, etc.);
- On the side of the Humanitarian Projects and events, Tunisia section has obtained three funds from IEEE-HAC to financially support these accepted projects to achieve their goals to fight against COVID-19.

Affinity Groups

The Tunisia Section intends to support the section vitality through a Strategic Action Plan (SAP):

- Monitoring of the Key Performance Indicators for the Tunisia Section
- Execution of evaluation activities of the IEEE Tunisia Section
- Internal Communication Activities Committee (CAC) member; Nomination of the External Communication Activities Committee (CAC) member.
- Creation of LinkedIn, YouTube and IEEE TV of Tunisia Section
- Preparing a Tunisian Membership development kit

Chapters
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**Industry**

Based on this previous strategic action plan was planned during the past ExCom of Tunisia section, we have realized the following activities that are closed to the industry section:

- Signature of MOU with socio-economic partners, professional and employer organization and industrial clusters in Tunisia;
- Promote IEEE to industry by informing them about IEEE benefits and its available products and services;
- Create & maintain a database on companies and contacts.

**How Region 8 can be of help to your Section, members, and activities**

- MGA Outstanding Large Section Award
- Region 8 Outstanding Large Section Award